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Introduction
For a period of time, one could barely take a step without bumping into a new 
experimentation or personalization platform. And just when it seemed the sheer 
number of choices created a buyer’s market across a spectrum of function, price, 
and scalability, things began to contract via a series of acquisitions. Omniture went 
to Adobe Systems Inc., Maxymiser to Oracle Corp., Evergage to Salesforce.com, Inc., 
Dynamic Yield, Inc. to McDonald’s Corp., Certona and Monetate to Kibo Commerce 
and Optimizely to Episerver Inc, who then decided to call the entire company 
Optimizely. It’s enough to make one dizzy, and in many cases, this has left 
conversion optimization professionals in a provider-driven wake of product 
rationalization and integration headaches they never anticipated nor asked for. 
Add to that a global pandemic that caused an unprecedented need for online 
business remodeling, many CMOs and CDOs arrived at the realization that it was 
time to reassess their optimization technology ecosystem.

This eBook provides a systematic way to assess your optimization technology 
needs, and the questions that every company should be asking their current and 
prospective technology providers.
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Needs Assessment
You’ll start on more solid ground in assessing solution options by starting with a review of 
your company’s culture, goals, and optimization program maturity. Take a look at the 
following areas to help identify and gain consensus on “who” you are. This will help you 
better take aim at how to achieve your desired results.

General Goals
Certainly, the summary goal of an optimization program and its supporting people, 
processes, and tools is to drive higher profits, but what are the sub-goals to this end?

● Is your focus to greatly improve the front-end user experience? 

● Is your focus to optimize a mobile application? 

● Do you wish to frequently iterate on product features and releases, decrease time 
to market, and reduce the risk associated with that? 

● Does optimization cost more than you think it should, both in terms of pricing and 
in the time and resources it takes to build, launch, and analyze your experiments 
and personalization campaigns?

● What are your specific business KPIs related to optimization? Are you seeking 
simply to increase conversion, or do your KPIs include goals like increasing 
average order value, driving brand loyalty, increasing use of certain parts of the 
site, repeat visits, etc.? 

● Finally, are there things you don’t even dream to ask from your optimization 
solution because you already assume it won’t do those things?
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Organization & Culture
Despite many commonalities, every company’s culture, organizational structure, and 
processes are unique. Examine the following facets of your organization and how your 
optimization solution aligns and supports them.

● Do you describe your culture as “customer-centric”? Are employees empowered 
with processes and tools that allow them to deliver on this vision?

● Is Marketing the only team responsible for revenue growth and improving user 
experience, or are these responsibilities shared across other teams like 
Development, Product Management, Network Operations, and others? Do any 
(or all) of the teams performing optimization have conversion increase or 
revenue growth as a formal goal?

● Is your optimization team model distributed or centralized? Is it one person or 
many? Are you launching optimization for the first time?

● Who will be using an optimization solution and what is their skill set? Do you 
need a solution that can accommodate people that wish to use graphical user 
interfaces and visual editors as well as a separate group of users that wish to use 
APIs and code to run campaigns? 

● Do you need certain skills or headcount cycles to augment your team? Could 
your team benefit from experts who specialize in ideation, results analysis, and 
program management?

Do you describe your culture 

as “customer-centric”? Are 

employees empowered with 

processes and tools that allow 

them to deliver on this vision?
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Scalability Needs
Like any good thing, once organizations realize the value of optimization, they 
immediately want to do more. They quickly find additional areas to optimize, want to 
test more, and expand the capability to new teams and new digital properties. 
Considering this:

● Do you need to optimize different parts of your site?
● Do you need a solution that supports a large volume of experiments and 

personalization campaigns running at the same time?
● Do you need a solution that supports your users being part of numerous 

experiments and personalization campaigns at once?
● Do you care about the speed of your site? Do you think site speed correlates to a 

positive user experience and higher conversion?

Like any good thing, once 

organizations realize the value 

of optimization, they 

immediately want to do more.
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Choosing A Solution
A Lay of the Land

As a starting point, let’s look at four main groupings that provide optimization and personalization solutions:

Multi-Solution 
Providers

1 2 3 4

Digital Experience 
Platform Providers

Internal 
Tools

Optimization Solution 
Suite Providers

7
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Multi-Solution Providers are larger software companies that have a core historic focus in one 
area but have acquired or added many other functions including optimization to an expansive 
portfolio. Examples of these are Oracle Corp., Adobe Systems Inc, and Google Inc. Companies like 
Microsoft Corp. or International Business Machines Corp. (IBM) would fall into this category as 
well, except they do not play heavily in the optimization space, at least yet. The major benefit of 
buying an optimization solution from a Multi-Solution Provider is vendor consolidation. If you 
already have an enterprise agreement and use many other solutions from one of these providers, 
their acquisition of a solution you were already using on a point-solution basis may come as good 
news. The major downside however is that in most cases, optimization is a portfolio afterthought 
to the R&D and strategic focus of these companies, so the roadmap specific to optimization may 
slow post-acquisition, and the product may be either amalgamated into an existing suite or retired 
after some amount of time.

While some of this may come down to economics, many companies that have access to a 
Multi-Solution Provider’s optimization solution choose not to use it or choose to augment it with a 
solution from an Optimization Solution Suite Provider (see below). This is typically due to a need 
for more robust functionality than provided by the Multi-Solution Provider’s optimization solution.
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Digital Experience Platform Providers are companies who aim to offer a comprehensive 
SaaS-based online commerce or digital experience framework, of which optimization and/or 
personalization are a part. Optimization and/or personalization solutions are either baked into the 
base platform or offered as options. Examples of these would be the SAP Commerce Cloud, 
Salesforce Commerce Cloud, and Shopify. Optimizely (fka Episerver) and Kibo Commerce are also 
examples of platforms where the core focus is online commerce, and by acquisition, they have 
added optimization and personalization functionality. Similar to Multi-Solution Providers, the 
major benefit of supporting your optimization efforts with a Digital Experience Platform Provider 
is technology consolidation. The major downside is that in many cases, the benefits of 
optimization and personalization can only be realized if you use the larger platform. This poses 
two challenges: Scenario 1) You have a commerce platform in which you’re heavily invested (e.g, 
Shopify) but its optimization and personalization functionality is lacking and they won’t permit 
you to integrate an alternate solution. Scenario 2) You have an optimization solution your team 
has used for years (e.g. Monetate), then it gets acquired by a Digital Experience Platform Provider 
that over time pressures if not technically mandates you to move to their entire commerce 
platform in order to continue using the one piece you really value. 

Whether these challenges exist depends on the platform. Some of these platforms are architected 
to understand that their customers are going to want to integrate best-of-breed point solutions 
and third-party services, while others are more closed. If you’re using a Digital Experience 
Platform Provider, understanding where they stand on this is important before you choose an 
optimization solution.

Digital Experience Platform  Providers2
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Internal Tools are those you have chosen to build versus buy. The benefits of these are complete 
control of the roadmap, performance, function, and availability. The downside of course is 
complete blame for any lack of roadmap, performance, function, and availability. While some 
companies will attempt to build their own optimization and personalization solutions, the ROI 
and perceived competitive edge of doing so are rarely if ever realized. In most cases, companies 
that build their own optimization solutions find themselves with a system of narrow function that 
needs to be integrated in a custom way with every add or change to their MarTech stack. 
Homegrown solutions are also often heavily-reliant on institutional knowledge. Many also 
struggle with an inability to optimize and personalize at a great scale due to the complexity of 
campaign setup and the performance degradation to the user experience when more than a 
handful of experiments or personalizations are deployed. Some organizations may find they can 
prioritize the development and launch of an internal optimization solution, but it’s not long 
before this internal “product” takes a backseat to other development priorities and becomes 
functionally stale.

Internal Tools3
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Optimization Solution Suite Providers are those companies where the portfolio is focused 
mainly on user experience, personalization, and site optimization. Examples of these are AB 
Tasty, VWO, and SiteSpect. The benefits of Optimization Solution Suite Providers are a deep R&D 
and consulting focus on user experience and conversion growth, and an ability for their 
customers to significantly impact that roadmap. The downside is that while these tools typically 
offer vendor consolidation within user experience and optimization technologies, their focus on 
optimization means that by nature, they won't offer solutions far outside that realm. However, a 
good Optimization Solution Suite Provider will integrate seamlessly with a broad range of other 
tools without added cost or painful implementation.

Optimization Solution Suite Providers4

It’s worth noting that within the four groups outlined above there are often vast solution 
differences. The same way you might group drinks into “carbonated soft drinks” or “juices” but 
still disagree that cola and orange juice are the same drink, you can also find significant 
differences between optimization tools within each category. The questions in the next section 
should help you parse the differences of each platform regardless of the group they are in. 

Typically, you’ll have an opportunity to reassess your decision annually or every two years. 
Question a provider who is trying to lock you up for longer. Insist on a very-low-charge or 
no-charge proof-of-concept engagement where you bring some of your harder optimization 
challenges to the table. Providers that truly have great solutions, great consulting, and support 
organizations will not fear this. Question those who do.
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Detailed Decision Criteria
The next pages detail the questions you should be asking your current and prospective optimization solution 
providers. These will help you assess their fit with your business needs both today and moving forward.

MULTI-TEAM SUPPORT
Multiple teams contribute to revenue growth and user experience. The strongest optimization solutions will 
address the individual needs of each team, while also providing a holistic platform for all optimization activities 
and reporting capabilities across shared revenue and user experience goals.

Is the goal of improving user experience and digital revenue growth shared by multiple teams in your organization? 
(e.g. Marketers, Product Managers, Developers, Network Operations, & Data Analysts) And if so, does the 
solution offer shared and unique benefits for each of these teams?

OPTIMIZATION PRODUCT SUITE COMPLETENESS
A complete solution should offer A/B and multivariate testing for both client- and server-side user experience 
elements. It should support testing and rollout of full release candidates, and provide personalization and 
product recommendations consistently across all channels. You’ll also want to find a solution that offers options 
for deployment (private cloud, public cloud, CDN edge, on-premise, API, etc).

Does the solution offer A/B & Multivariate Testing? If so:

● Does the solution address both "client-side" and "server-side/full-stack" use cases (e.g. feature flags, release 
rollouts)?

● If both client-and server-side/full-stack are offered, are these accomplished via the same 
platform/implementation/interface or via separately priced and implemented solutions?

● Can the solution support multi-armed bandit testing?

● What methods are offered for creating and running campaigns (e.g. visual editor, user interface, API, other)?
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OPTIMIZATION PRODUCT SUITE COMPLETENESS (continued)

Does the solution offer Personalization? If so:

● Please describe the methods by which experiences are personalized (geographical, contextual behavior 
data, machine learning, etc).

Does the solution offer Product Recommendations? If so:

● Is coding/development of any kind required to add recommendations to your site?
● Can the look, feel, placement of recommendations be A/B tested without the need of a separate A/B testing 

solution/module?
● Are there restrictions on the page types or locations where recommendations can be placed on your site?

Which of the following solution options are available: Multi-tenant private cloud, on-premise, public cloud (AWS, 
GCP, Azure), CDN, API, Other?

How does the solution support omnichannel efforts?
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IMPACT TO SITE SPEED
Optimization solutions that slow page load times by more than 50ms hurt conversion and revenue goals. Choose 
a solution that can guarantee no flicker effect without adding to page load times.

● Does the solution use JavaScript tags to apply variations, personalization, or recommendations?

● Is the solution able to guarantee no flicker effect when applying site variations, personalization, or 
recommendations?

● How does the solution rank in terms of page time latency when applying variations, personalization, or 
recommendations, and does the solution provide built-in tools to assess site speed?

● How many personalization or optimization campaigns can be run at one time with the solution?

● How many personalization or optimization campaigns can one user be assigned to at a time?



SECURITY & PRIVACY
Nothing you optimize will matter if user privacy and site security is breached. Choose a solution that has all 
necessary security and privacy accreditations and can stand up to your own security team’s vetting.

● Is the solution compliant with the most current PCI DSS (Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard), and 
if so, is this achieved by an independent third-party audit or via self-assessment?

● Does the solution meet the requirements of GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation)?

● Does the solution meet the requirements of CCPA (California Consumer Privacy Act)?

● Is the solution HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability & Accountability Act) ready and will the provider sign a 
HIPAA attestation?

● Does the solution offer Two-Factor Authentication?

● Does the solution offer Single Sign-On?

● Does the provider offer an on-premise deployment option by which you can deploy the solution entirely 
behind your own firewall or within your own virtual private cloud if desired?
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PROFESSIONAL SERVICES, TRAINING & SUPPORT
Those providing training, consulting, and support should feel like extensions of your own team. Avoid pooled 
support models and consulting delivered by third-party “partners.” Rather, look for services that provide 
named/designated resources, and can outline alignment of those resources to your own team. A strong provider 
should also be able to articulate their onboarding and ongoing governance processes.

Does the provider offer 7x24 Critical Support? If so:
● What percentage of off-hours critical support is delivered by in-house staff versus third-party staff, 

contractors, and partners?
● What percentage of off-hours critical support is delivered by domestically-located resources versus off-shore 

call centers?
● Will you be provided with a named/assigned support lead, or is support delivered via a pooled staffing 

model?
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PROFESSIONAL SERVICES, TRAINING, & SUPPORT (continued)

Does the provider offer Professional Services (i.e optimization consulting)? If so:

● Will you be provided with a named/assigned consultant, and can you meet this person during the 
decision-making process?

● What percentage of services are delivered by in-house staff versus third-party staff, contractors, and 
partners?

● What experience does the professional service organization have in your specific industry?

● What experience do they have working with companies of similar size, complexity, and optimization 
program model & maturity?

Does the provider offer Onboarding & Training Services? If so:

● Is instructor-led training offered and included?

● Will additional training be available to team members added during the contract term?

● Can the provider articulate their onboarding methodology?

● Does the provider offer other training material and methods (self-paced learning programs, videos, written 
content, knowledge bases, etc)?

Can the provider articulate their customer governance and escalation process? (Dedicated Account Manager? 
Escalation process? Management and staff alignment? Regular business review and operational meeting schedule, 
etc )
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DATA ACCURACY & QUALITY
Business decisions are only as good as the data on which they are based. The most accurate data comes from 
solutions that are not prone to JavaScript tag misfires, are not impacted by newer browser privacy provisions, 
and integrate easily with other data platforms. 

● How does the solution mitigate the negative impacts of browser privacy provisions like ITP/ETP (Safari 
Intelligent Tracking Prevention / Mozilla Enhanced Tracking Prevention / Microsoft Tracking Prevention)?

● Does the solution filter bot traffic out of optimization results?

● Does the solution use JavaScript tags to apply variations, personalization, or recommendations, putting you 
at risk  for skewed data due to JavaScript tag misfires?

● Does the solution allow for measurement against all available metrics at once without performance 
degradation?

SEGMENTATION, ANALYTICS, & REPORTING
Solutions should offer their own advanced segmentation, analytics, and reporting, and also allow for easy 
export of raw data, integration with other segmentation, analytics, and reporting platforms. The solution 
should additionally track business, engagement, and site speed metrics to capture a complete view of the 
customer experience. 

● Does the solution have its own built-in analytics and reporting?

● Does the solution integrate with other analytics and reporting solutions (Ex: Adobe Analytics, Google 
Analytics, etc), customer experience analytics, DMPs, CDPs, BI, data warehouses, and other tools?

● Does the solution have the ability to filter out (filtering) or average in (smoothing) outlier data (anomalous 
data points that can skew results for averages)?

● Can the solution collect and report on real user monitoring data (RUM) and if so, can it do this alongside 
other campaign metric data?

● Does the solution support raw data export or is data only available via canned reporting?
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SPA, PWA, CDN, & OTHER INTEGRATIONS
The solution should support your specific application stack including single page applications (SPAs), 
progressive web applications (PWAs), and content delivery networks (CDNs). You should also ensure the solution 
can integrate with all other third-party components of your ecosystem (CMS, CDP, eMail, etc).

● What third-party integrations are supported?

● Can the solution be used in conjunction with a CDN (Content Delivery Network)?

● Can the solution work with an SPA (Single Page Application) framework? If so, which ones, and are there 
any limitations (Visual Editor, etc)?

VALIDATION & INDEPENDENT ANALYSIS
Insist on a very low or no-charge proof-of-concept engagement where you bring some of your harder 
optimization challenges to the table. 

● Does the provider offer a proof of concept/product comparison and if so, what is the cost of this 
engagement?

● Will the provider allow you to define the proof-of-concept success criteria?

● In what independent analysis has the solution been included and how did it fare (e.g. Forrester Wave, 
Gartner MQ, other independent studies/comparisons)?



ROI & COST
You should expect a minimum 10x return on your investment with normal use and collaboration with a 
provider’s consulting team. Choose a provider who is willing to sign up for this result and who can report on 
these metrics as part of their service.    

● Does the provider supply ROI reports and if so at what frequency?

● Are the financial impacts of A/B tests / experiments, personalization, and recommendations easily attainable 
in the product's data/reporting?

● What is the minimum ROI the provider is willing to guarantee, assuming normal use and working with their 
consulting team?

● What is the minimum conversion and revenue lift the provider is willing to guarantee, assuming normal 
use and working with their consulting team?

● What are the implementation and recurring costs associated with the solution?

● What usage-based and other costs might cause added charges during the contract period?

EASE OF USE
Unless you plan to leverage only development resources for optimization and personalization, you’ll want a 
solution that provides a visual editor and a user-friendly interface for building experiences and viewing results. 

● Does the solution offer a Visual Editor?

● Does the solution offer a graphical user interface for administering the product?

● Does the solution offer an API?
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CUSTOMER RETENTION & INDUSTRY EXPERIENCE
Customer retention is the “litmus test” for the value a provider’s aggregated customer base feels it is getting 
from the technology and service. Choose providers with retention rates well above 90% and who can provide 
reference customers that are willing to talk to you.

● How long has the provider been in the optimization and personalization space?

● What is the provider’s customer retention rate?

● Does the provider have customers who will be willing to talk to you in the decision-making process 
(references)?
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STABILITY & TRANSPARENCY
You should expect at least 99.999% uptime and a provider that is transparent about solution performance and 
availability. You’ll also want to understand how the provider manages fault tolerance and plans for adequate 
capacity each year. 

● What was the solution’s cloud availability for the past 6 months?

● How does the provider plan for peak seasons and traffic spikes?

● Does the solution publicly publish its cloud availability online?

● How does the provider ensure fault tolerance and adequate capacity for the solution?



Conclusion
Optimization and personalization solutions have not always been the highest profile items. 
Their prices typically aren’t notable enough to land on the CEO's desk, nor do they make Wall 
Street Journal headlines in terms of their perceived contribution to larger corporate strategy. In 
2020 however, and heading into 2021, their position moved up considerably in rank order. 
Suddenly, companies with the strongest solutions already in place were able to quickly 
manage customer expectations, enforce purchasing rules, set up operational safeguards, and 
assess the impact of all those moving parts at a time it mattered most. Companies that had 
previously trivialized optimization decisions, or had less focus and weaker solutions, flew more 
blindly, were much slower to respond, and saw opportunity loss, customer confusion, system 
outages, and degradation to brand image.

With good fortune, the next online revolution will come not by force but by strategic choice. In 
any case however, you’ll want to be armed with technologies that are fully aligned with your 
culture and goals and maximize your ability to succeed. As your organization grows and 
evolves, you’ll want to periodically reassess optimization and personalization needs. Doing so 
may even reveal areas where you can get more value out of your existing solution.

Revisit this ebook periodically as a guide both in self-assessment and vendor-assessment. 
Maintaining clarity on your business’s needs over time will keep you ready for market changes 
and able to pivot when necessary. Demanding this of your optimization and personalization 
solution provider can only help.

You’ll want to be armed 

with technologies that 

are fully aligned with 

your culture and goals 

and maximize your 

ability to succeed.
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About Us
SiteSpect is leading the advancement of customer experience 
optimization solutions for the world's most successful businesses. 
Only SiteSpect’s patented solutions enable customers to optimize 
the entire digital experience from the front end (client-side) to the 
back end (server-side) while centrally managing across channels, 
business units, and product lines.

www.sitespect.com
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